We present a critical view of the analysis of experimental island densities acquired as a function of temperature in terms of barriers and prefactors for tracer diffusion at surfaces. We investigate the achievable precision for methods ranging from simple application of scaling laws, via integration of mean-field rate equations within various approximations for the capture rates, to kinetic Monte Carlo simulations that account for the various island shapes realized on square and hexagonal lattices. The discussion of theoretical models will be accompanied by variable temperature STM data for the nucleation of Ag on a Pt͑111͒ surface. We introduce experimental methods to test for dimer diffusion and dissociation, as well as for transient mobility of monomers. Density scaling is analyzed in the presence of post-deposition mobility and easy adatom attachment to islands and other monomers. From extended kinetic Monte Carlo simulations we establish density scaling for the various island shapes on square and hexagonal lattices for coverages up to percolation, which is particularly relevant for methods working in reciprocal space. ͓S0163-1829͑99͒01231-X͔
I. INTRODUCTION
Surface migration of single adatoms is one of the most fundamental processes in epitaxial growth and heterogeneous catalysis. In molecular-beam epitaxy it determines whether there is nucleation of islands on substrate terraces or step flow growth. In heterogeneous catalysis, surface diffusion of reactants often is the rate limiting process. Predictions on the growth mode and understanding of growth manipulation, e.g., by surfactants, as well as a fundamental understanding of the kinetics of surface chemical reactions, necessitate quantification of the surface diffusion coefficient D. Precise experimental values of activation barriers for surface diffusion are also needed as benchmarks for theoretical calculations.
One distinguishes the collective diffusion coefficient ͑also Fickian or chemical diffusion coefficient͒ of an ensemble of mutually interacting particles from the tracer diffusion coefficient ͑also intrinsic diffusion coefficient͒ describing the mean square displacement of one isolated random walker per unit time. The first type of diffusion is commonly measured by the decay of concentration profiles or by looking at density fluctuations of a lattice gas caused by thermal motion of the interacting particles. 1 We focus on the second type of diffusion. For refractory metals, tracer diffusion has traditionally been studied by means of field ion microscopy ͑FIM͒ where the migration of single atoms ͑or clusters͒, adsorbed on single-crystal facets of the FIM tip, can be traced at low temperatures. [2] [3] [4] Tracer diffusion has also been followed by means of direct inspection with scanning tunneling microscopy ͑STM͒. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] When quantifying diffusion rates from direct STM inspection of diffusing particles, one has to worry about possible tip-sample interactions, which might yield apparent diffusion barriers that are systematically reduced. 5, 8, 10 For systems with large barriers, the tip influence can be suppressed by going to large gap widths. 9 However, for systems with small diffusion barriers in situ STM observations of diffusion might be perturbed, even by very small tip-sample interactions. Therefore, alternative methods to quantify diffusion are highly appreciated.
Vapor phase epitaxy is characterized by tracer diffusion, since for typical growth rates the density of diffusing monomers n 1 is rather small ͑for D/FϾ10 5 , with F being the deposition rate, n 1 Ӷ10 Ϫ3 ML). Therefore, an alternative way to quantify tracer diffusion is to measure island densities that form during deposition onto a single-crystal surface as a function of temperature and deposition rate. The activation energy E m , and attempt frequency 0 , for surface diffusion are then commonly extracted by comparison of measured island densities with those predicted by mean-field nucleation theory. 11, 12 This nucleation method experienced a revival when densities for monolayer high, two-dimensional islands became accessible in real space by STM. [13] [14] [15] Apart from diffusion studies on isotropic substrates, the nucleation method was applied to study the effect of ͑homogeneous͒ strain on surface diffusion, 16 to explore diffusion on inhomogeneous substrates with dislocations, [17] [18] [19] it even permits diffusion studies in the presence of point defects, such as surfactants. Extensions of STM to variable ͑low͒ temperatures [20] [21] [22] provide the basis on which to study any system in the irreversible growth regime where dimers are stable. These low temperature data can be analyzed in terms of a critical nucleus size iϭ1, for which the only free parameters are the barrier, E m and the attempt frequency, 0 of surface diffusion.
Island densities are also accessible to integrating surface science techniques. They can be inferred for instance from diffraction scans under out of phase conditions in thermal helium atom scattering, 23 and high-resolution low-energy electron diffraction. 24 Since integrating techniques average over large areas, they facilitate acquisition of statistically significant numbers. However, step effects cannot be discerned, which is not a problem for samples with large terraces, but more importantly, assumptions on the island distance and size distributions enter into the interpretation of diffraction scans as number densities. 23, 24 The side bands in diffracted intensities reflect the most probable island distance, whereas the island density n x is correlated with the mean island distance. Moreover, a single diffraction scan only reports a onedimensional projection of island distances. A careful analysis of diffraction spot profiles, however, can yield the true island densities in real space. 25, 26 However, diffraction techniques require usually coverages above the onset of saturation, where coalescence becomes important. Coalescence effects on density scaling are quite different for various island shapes.
In the present paper, we discuss the measurement of the surface diffusion coefficient by direct comparison of experimental observations of low-temperature, irreversible island growth with scaling theory, kinetic Monte Carlo ͑KMC͒ simulations that account for the lattice and island symmetry, and results obtained from integrating mean-field rate equations within various approximations for the capture numbers.
As an experimental example we will analyze Ag/Pt͑111͒. Emphasis will be placed on the precision to which E m and 0 can be determined from experimental island densities upon applying the various theoretical calculations. Evidently, the precision can be increased in investigating the largest possible temperature window. To the high temperature end, one is limited by dimer instability and/or diffusion. Towards low temperatures (D/FϽ10 5 ) there is no intrinsic limitation, apart from the analysis becoming complicated, since details such as attachment to islands, transient mobility of condensing atoms, and post deposition mobility begin to play a role. We will show how to test for these effects experimentally and how to account for them in the analysis. Since meanfield nucleation theory has difficulties in accounting for island correlations, it fails to give a quantitative description of coalescence ͑and island-size distributions͒. Coalescence effects are therefore studied by means of KMC for the relevant island shapes appearing in metal growth on isotropic substrates.
The outline of the paper is as follows. We first present various experimental methods to determine the critical cluster size i and to test for dimer diffusion. Experimental saturation island densities for Ag/Pt͑111͒ ͑at ϭ0.12 ML͒ are then analyzed in comparison with the scaling law from nucleation theory, self-consistent mean-field rate theory, mean-field rate theory applying various approximations for the capture rates, and KMC simulations. We show that a straightforward scaling analysis, in terms of slope and intercept of the Arrhenius plot of saturation island densities, is only valid if nucleation entirely takes place during deposition. This condition is fulfilled for D/FϾ10 5 , which limits the precision to which migration barriers can be extracted from island densities by application of scaling laws. For D/FϽ10 5 we find strong deviations from scaling due to post-deposition mobility of monomers. Rate equations and KMC simulations permit the analysis of island densities also in this regime. For our experimental example of Ag/Pt͑111͒ this enables one to address a range of D/F of 10 orders of magnitude, which significantly increases the precision to which E m and 0 can be determined. Then, the effect of island shapes is addressed by comparing KMC simulations on square and hexagonal lattices performed with various choices for diffusion of adatoms around the island edges. With these simulations we investigate coalescence and quantify density scaling for diffusion limited aggregation ͑DLA͒, dendritic, and compact islands and coverages up to the percolation threshold.
II. CRITICAL CLUSTER SIZE
Classical mean-field nucleation theory 11, [27] [28] [29] gives the following expression for the saturated number density of stable islands n x for the case of complete condensation and two-dimensional ͑2D͒ islands:
where the scaling exponent ϭi/(iϩ2) i denotes the critical cluster size, and E i its binding energy (E 1 ϭ0). Critical clusters turn into stable ones upon incorporation of one extra atom. Stable refers to growing more rapidly than decaying in the course of deposition. Accordingly, in thermodynamic terms, the critical cluster size i is where the Gibbs free energy as a function of cluster size has its maximum. In nucleation theory, i has been obtained self-consistently through minimization of n x within a pair binding model for E i . 12 The application of Eq. ͑1͒ for the measurement of activation barriers requires a range of growth conditions in which the critical size remains constant. In practice, this only occurs for low temperatures when i, which depends on the surface symmetry, is small. [30] [31] [32] Values of iϭ1 or 2 are expected for hexagonal surfaces and iϭ1, 3, or 8 ͑Ref. 33͒ for surfaces with square symmetry. For larger temperatures the nonequilibrium critical size changes continuously with growth conditions ͑including coverage͒ and the utility of Eq. ͑1͒ is diminished.
Measuring D is most convenient when dimers are stable so that iϭ1 and Eq. ͑1͒ reduces to n x ϭ(,1)(D/F) Ϫ1/3 . Without additional fit parameters, as, e.g., cluster binding energies E i , this gives direct access to E m and 0 for surface migration of single adatoms via the slope and intercept of a line fit to the experimental island densities represented in an Arrhenius plot. We will analyze below the accuracy and the extent to which this approach is applicable ͑see Sec. III͒. For example, there are corrections to the precise value of the exponent when the islands are ramified 34 and a small logarithmic correction to the dependence on D/F is needed to correctly account for the adatom collision rate. 11, 29 However, before proceeding, one must first verify experimentally in which temperature and flux range the dimers are stable. In the current section various ways to test whether iϭ1 are discussed.
A. Dimer stability
A direct way to test whether iϭ1 is to measure the temperature threshold for the onset of Ostwald ripening for a population of very small islands containing mostly dimers. A high abundance of such small islands is created by deposition of ϳ0.1 ML at low temperature such that D/FϽ10
3 . Under these conditions, monomers reach each other only after deposition leading to a high density of small islands, mostly dimers and trimers as well as very few larger islands. The same result is obtained when depositing at temperatures where diffusion is entirely frozen, followed by a gentle an-nealing to activate diffusion. The mean island size expected from integrating rate equations for both cases is about 3 atoms, 35 in agreement with experiments on square 35 and hexagonal lattices ͓see Fig. 1 for Ag/Pt͑111͔͒. Although the mean island size is three, the population contains a substantial fraction ͑ϳ40%͒ of dimers-the stability of which is the subject of our interest.
To investigate the dimer stability and to derive estimates on its dissociation barrier E diss , the density n x of these small islands, respectively, their average size nϭ/n x , is monitored by STM as a function of annealing temperature. In the experiment represented in Fig. 1 the surface was annealed for thirty minutes and than imaged before annealing at the next, higher temperature. One generally observes that the average island size n stays constant, until it suddenly increases at a well-defined threshold temperature. In the temperature regime of constant n the most fragile objects in the population, namely the dimers, must neither dissociate nor diffuse. The increase in island size upon annealing beyond the threshold temperature marks the onset of dimer diffusion and/or dissociation. In the course of further annealing also islands larger than dimers become unstable. This leads to coarsening due to more rapid diffusion and/or dissociation of smaller islands that hence disappear to the expense of large ones. The coarsening is called 2D Ostwald ripening if dissociation is its cause.
In Fig. 1 there is an abrupt transition from the regime of constant island size to the onset of Ostwald ripening located at 100 K. From this threshold temperature and the employed annealing period an estimate of E diss ϭE m ϩE b ϭ320 Ϯ20 meV for the barrier to dissociate a Ag dimer on Pt͑111͒ can be inferred ͑under the assumption of equal prefactors for dissociation and diffusion͒. With E m ϭ168 Ϯ5 meV ͑see below͒, the dimer bond energy evaluates to E b ϭ150Ϯ20 meV. The value of E diss implies that on the much shorter time scale of deposition ͑100 s for 0.1 ML͒, the Ag dimer is stable and immobile up to ϳ110 K. Dimer instability should begin to affect island densities at ϳ120 K, where the lifetime of a dimer is only about one second.
B. Dimer mobility
In addition to the dimer stability issue, it is important for nucleation studies to know when and how dimer diffusion, or more generally, cluster diffusion affects island densities. This subject has been treated in Refs. 11, 29, 36 and 37. As mentioned above, the onset temperature for coarsening of small islands serves to exclude both, dimer instability and diffusion, and thus the temperature and flux regime of irreversible growth (iϭ1) and immobile clusters is unambiguously identified. If such information is missing, however, one needs to know whether at all, and if yes, when dimer diffusion affects iϭ1 density scaling.
In the majority of systems investigated so far there was no influence of dimer diffusion and iϭ1 density scaling persisted until termination by a transition to iу2 through dimer dissociation. 37 Despite this observation, dimers may start to diffuse well below the threshold temperature for their dissociation. 46, 38 Therefore, dimer diffusion may well happen in the iϭ1 regime, however, without perturbing the scaling law Eq. ͑1͒. 6, 13 In simulations, on the other hand, one can produce a dimer diffusion regime with different scaling laws located between the iϭ1 and the iϭ2 regime. 36 There are two reasons why this intermediate regime is not observed in many experimental systems: ͑i͒ the energy barrier for dissociation of dimers is often close to that of dimer translation, and ͑ii͒ cluster dissociation has an intrinsically greater effect on island densities than cluster diffusion. One can estimate which conditions must be met for that dimer diffusion perturbs density scaling before dimer dissociation does, based on the following results that were derived from mean-field theory 29 and that have been verified in simulations. 37 ͑i͒ The scaling of island densities becomes only affected by dimer diffusion if 2 Ͼ diss /n x , where 2 is the dimer diffusion rate and diss its dissociation rate.
͑ii͒ The threshold temperature or flux F, where dimer diffusion starts to reduce the island density below the value caused by pure monomer migration is given by 2 3 / 1 2 ӷF, where 1 denotes the monomer hopping rate.
Conditions ͑i͒ and ͑ii͒ must both be met in order for dimer diffusion to affect nucleation island densities. Since n x is typically of the order of 10 Ϫ3 or smaller, ͑i͒ requires considerably smaller barriers for dimer diffusion than for dimer dissociation, E diss ϪE 2 Ͼ3 ln10 kT. At the same time, ͑ii͒ requires E 2 being rather close to E m , E 2 Ͻ5 ln10 kT ϩ2/3E m for typical values of Fϭ10 Ϫ3 s Ϫ1 and 0 ϭ10 12 s Ϫ1 . ͑We assumed similar prefactors for all three processes.͒ For Ag/Pt͑111͒ we have estimated E diss above, E m will be determined below, and for E 2 we can estimate from the annealing experiments that E 2 уE diss , therefore ͑i͒ and ͑ii͒ are not met and this system will have its iϭ1 regime terminated towards high temperatures by dimer dissociation. For distinguished systems such as Pt/Pt͑111͒, there are FIM results that quantify 1 (T) and 2 (T) thus enabling predictions on the temperature and flux range in which dimer diffusion starts to play a role. 38 Typically, however, if one sets out to FIG. 1. Investigation of dimer stability and 2D Ostwald ripening for Ag/Pt͑111͒ through observation of the mean island size n with annealing temperature by means of STM. The island size stays constant until it reveals an exponential increase at TϾ100 K, the onset of which is attributed to dimer dissociation. The initial distribution of small islands was produced by deposition of 0.1 ML Ag onto Pt͑111͒ at 50 K.
measure E m , E 2 and E diss are also unknown, thus hampering estimates with conditions ͑i͒ and ͑ii͒. Therefore we briefly discuss general trends of dimer diffusion on square and hexagonal lattices that permit one to estimate E 2 vs E m .
On surfaces with square symmetry monomer diffusion can take place by exchange. 39, 40 For such systems, dimer diffusion may have a lower activation energy than monomer diffusion, 41, 42 and if dimers are stable entities, their diffusion will largely influence island densities. On the other hand, for square surfaces with ordinary hopping diffusion, 43 the barrier for dimer diffusion is significantly larger than for monomers, 44 thus violating condition ͑ii͒. Consequently, nucleation experiments on square surfaces with hopping diffusion show a regular iϭ1 behavior without any signature of dimer diffusion. 35, 45 On hexagonal lattices, dimers may spin around their center with a barrier comparable to E m . 46, 47 However, since there is no net translation associated with this intracell rotation it does not affect density scaling. In contrast to this ''easy'' rotation, a center-of-mass translation of dimers is typically associated with much higher barriers than monomer diffusion, as indicated by experiment 38, 46 and theory. 42, 47 These general trends suggest that for metal-on-metal systems cluster diffusion does not affect density scalingsquare lattices with exchange diffusion are possible candidates for an exception. However, care has to be taken with these trends since often so-called chemical differences are good for surprises. Therefore, we emphasize the value of simple annealing experiments as described in the previous subsection to experimentally exclude dimer mobility.
C. Scaling of island sizes
The dimer annealing experiment discussed above ͑cf. Fig. 1͒ establishes the iϭ1 temperature range without employing nucleation or scaling theory. Therefore, it supplies information that serves to test predictions from these theories. One of the predictions of Eq. ͑1͒ is the flux dependence n x ϰF with ϭ1/3 for iϭ1. For Ag/Pt͑111͒ we find ϭ0.32 Ϯ0.05 by a flux series performed at 90 K (4ϫ10 Ϫ5 рFр8 ϫ10 Ϫ3 ML/s). This result confirms the theoretical scaling exponent; however, the error margin is too large to experimentally pin down the precise value of , which is needed for the precise analysis of n x (T) in terms of D(T). The considerable error margin is due to the weak influence of the flux on island density often being close to statistical errors. Apart from on exception where could be determined by experiment with sufficient precision ͑ϭ0.32Ϯ0.01, see Ref. 35͒ precise quantification of the exponent in Eq. ͑1͒ is most conveniently done from kinetic Monte Carlo simulations 34, 48, 49 allowing for as much statistics as computer time permits ͑see below͒. Despite the experimental difficulties in acquiring the flux dependence of n x , it bears valuable information as it enables one a clear distinction of the critical cluster sizes in the various regimes of T and F ͑see Ref. 35͒ and to determine the dimensionality of diffusion for the anisotropic case. 50, 51 From scaling theories it is predicted that island-size distributions, when scaled properly, all fall onto common curves that only depend on i.
30,32,51-54 Figure 2 shows these curves obtained empirically for iϭ1, 2, and 3. 32 The most pronounced difference between the theoretical curves is the height of the maxima and the peak width. The former increases with i, the latter decreases due to conservation of the total area under the curve. The experimental island sizes obtained for Ag/Pt͑111͒ at 80 and 95 K fall into a common distribution that agrees well with the theoretical curve for i ϭ1. This is in accordance with the experimental result of dimers being stable at these temperatures derived above. Island-size distributions are sensitive indicators for dimer and, in general, cluster mobility. 37, 55, 56 They become significantly sharper through cluster motion. This change to the size distributions appears very early, already before dimer diffusion could alter the density. In that sense, the experimental size distributions in Fig. 2 also serve to exclude dimer mobility for Ag/Pt͑111͒ at 80 and 95 K. They have a full widths at half maximum of 0.55, which is the predicted value for ordinary iϭ1 nucleation without cluster motion, in agreement with the coarsening experiment described above.
III. ANALYSIS OF ISLAND DENSITIES
In the following, we discuss several methods to analyze temperature-dependent island densities n x (T) acquired in the iϭ1 regime in terms of E m and 0 of surface diffusion. the discussion is in order of increasing precision, but also complexity.
A. Scaling theory
The simplest and most widely used approach is to apply Eq. ͑1͒ to the linear part in the Arrhenius plot of n x , where dimers are stable (iϭ1), and extract the migration barrier and the attempt frequency from the slope of the linear regression to the data and its intersection with the ordinate. As we will see in detail below, the iϭ1 regime obeys linear density scaling to a good approximation only down to D/Fϭ1 ϫ10 5 . Towards lower temperatures, or larger deposition rates, nucleation no longer entirely takes place during deposition, which is the condition under which Eq. ͑1͒ was derived.
Measured saturation island densities (ϭ0.12 ML) for our example of Ag/Pt͑111͒ are shown in Fig. 3 . The Arrhenius plot shows two roughly linear regimes labeled iϭ1 and iϭ2. In agreement with the dimer bond energy inferred above from the onset of Ostwald ripening, the transition between the two is located at 110 K. Taking the STM data in the part of the iϭ1 regime to which Eq. ͑1͒ can be applied, one obtains E m ϭ170Ϯ15 meV and 0 ϭ3ϫ10
13.0Ϯ0.8 s
Ϫ1
͑see line fit and shaded error region in Fig. 3͒ . To extract the attempt frequency from the intercept, the proportionality factor in Eq. ͑1͒ was set to (ϭ0.12 ML, iϭ1)ϭ0.25; this value has been given by Venables ͑see curve for iϭ1 in Fig.  6c of Ref. 27͒; it is confirmed by our self-consistent analysis and KMC simulations-see below. Notice, however, that care must be taken when selecting the data attributed to the linear regime. From Fig. 3 it is not at all obvious that the last two data points at 70 and 65 K fall beyond the applicability range of Eq. ͑1͒. We obtained a slightly lower barrier of E m ϭ157Ϯ10 meV ( 0 ϭ5ϫ10 13.0Ϯ0.7 s Ϫ1 ) when we formerly analyzed the data down to 65 K with a linear fit (D/Fϭ2ϫ10
3 ) ͑see Ref. 15͒. The dashed line for iϭ2 shows the expected slope from the above values for E b and E m upon application of Eq. ͑1͒. It describes well the island densities found for TϾ110 K. However, these densities are rather small and therefore subject to larger statistical and systematic errors. The latter are caused by the presence of steps which act as heterogeneous sinks for diffusing monomers competing with homogeneous nucleation on terraces.
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B. Rate theory
Another common approach by which to analyze experimental island densities is to integrate rate equations of nucleation within certain approximations for the capture numbers . 15, 8 This method overcomes several restrictions of scaling theory. Rate theory enables one to account for postdeposition mobility and therefore to analyze experimental data also beyond D/Fϭ10 5 . The wider range of D/F accessible, in particular its extension towards lower temperatures, considerably improves the precision with which parameters of diffusion can be extracted. Furthermore, analysis with rate theory opens up the investigation of densities taken at any coverage within and below the ''saturation'' regime, whereas the scaling law expressed in Eq. ͑1͒ is strictly valid only for the maximum island densities attained during deposition. The coverage where this maximum is located can vary with D/F and also with island shape. Therefore the scaling of densities acquired at fixed coverage can slightly differ from Eq. ͑1͒. In this subsection we will investigate this variation and the strength and weakness of several classical approximations for the capture numbers in comparison to selfconsistent solutions. 34 The rate equations for monomers and stable islands read for the case of metal epitaxy at low temperatures, i.e., dimers being stable and immobile, no re-evaporation ͑complete condensation͒ and 2D islands ͓compare Eqs. ͑2.3͒, ͑2.5͒, ͑2.6͒, and ͑2.8͒ in Ref. 27͔ :
The terms on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑2͒ denote the increase of monomer density due to deposition with flux F, its decrease due to the encounter of two diffusing atoms under creation of a dimer -associated with the disappearance of two atoms, the decrease occurring when a monomer is captured by a stable island. The last two terms denote the decrease of n 1 caused by direct impingement onto ( 1 ϭ x ϭ1), or into the immediate vicinity of ͑expressed by 1 , x Ͼ1), stable islands and monomers. For typical values of these direct impingement terms are small with respect to the first three terms in Eq. ͑2͒. In Eq. ͑3͒ the terms on the righthand side account for the increase of stable island density n x due to creation of dimers, first when two monomers meet by diffusion, and second upon direct deposition onto an adatom. For sake of comparison with the self-consistent analysis above, coalescence is neglected in Eq. ͑3͒; incorporation would add a further term of the form Ϫ2n x (FϪdn 1 /dt). 27 The capture numbers in Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͒ describe the capability of islands or monomers to capture diffusing adatoms, i.e., they determine the island growth rate. They are proportional to the gradient of the monomer concentration ‫ץ‬n 1 (r,t)/‫ץ‬r at the island edge, to the island radius, and inversely proportional to the mean monomer density n 1 appearing in the rate equations. The capture numbers, therefore, generally imply the solution of a two-dimensional diffusion problem involving spatial correlations between islands. Approximate solutions to this problem were suggested and discussed long ago. 11 There are basically two approximations for the diffusive loss of monomers towards islands. The first one assumes that the islands are placed on a periodic lattice. Since islands nucleated on a homogeneous substrate are randomly distributed, this so-called lattice approximation 11, 61 overestimates island correlations and thus represents an upper bound to . The second approximation is the uniform depletion approximation representing a lower bound to .
11 The uniform depletion approximation has been solved selfconsistently for all cluster sizes, and perfect agreement of the density scaling with KMC simulations has been demonstrated. 34 These self-consistent solutions are the most accurate approximations of the capture numbers to date. Nevertheless, a comparison to the classical approximations is worthwhile since they significantly reduce the calculational effort.
In Fig. 4 and Table I , we compare the density scaling obtained with the various approximations for , to the scaling law Eq. ͑1͒ with ϭ1/3 and ϭ0.25 for a fixed coverage of 0.12 ML. We mention already at that point that there is a small island shape effect on the scaling exponent. We find from the KMC simulations to be discussed below that compact islands have a scaling exponent ϳ5% below the classical one, whereas diffusion-limited aggregation ͑DLA͒ clusters have a by ϳ2% larger scaling exponent. Therefore, the goal of the capture numbers is not to exactly reproduce the classical scaling exponent of 1 3 but rather to give the correct exponents for the respective island shape.
One of the approaches to that was pointed out in the early literature is the geometric concept. 60 In this concept the 2D diffusion equation is not solved and capture rates are interpreted as capture cross sections and therefore set proportional to the island perimeter seen by the approaching monomers. When applied to fractal islands, this yields x ϭ2 ϩx 1/1.7 , with x being the island size in atoms; the constant of 2 accounts for atoms diffusing towards sites adjacent to the island perimeter. 15 It is seen from Fig. 4 and Table I that the geometric concept is inconsistent, since it yields a significantly larger slope in the Arrhenius representation of the island densities than that expected from Eq. ͑1͒. The inconsistency comes from disregarding the diffusion field towards the islands, which is driven by the gradient in the monomer concentration.
An alternative approximation, being even simpler while yielding much better results, is to assume constant capture rates. 61 This assumption is based on the fact that more sophisticated approximations for the capture rates show that these do not change very much in the coverage range close to saturation ͓see, e.g., Fig. 2͑a͒ of Ref. 11͔. Therefore, constant capture rates can be chosen such that they match Eq. ͑1͒ for a small range of saturation coverages. From Fig. 4 and Table  I it is seen that 1 ϭ3 and x ϭ7 work very well for ϭ0.12 ML. The slope is by 2% below that produced by the classical scaling exponent. Also, the absolute number densities come out exactly as predicted from classical scaling theory ͑see value in Table I͒ . However, constant capture rates do not give the correct coverage dependence of n x , as the real capture rates vary considerably from the beginning of deposition up to saturation. The constants used above are only adequate for reproducing the density at 0.12 monolayers, since constant rate coefficients predict that the island density will increase as 1/2 instead of saturating. Approaches that work for all coverages up to saturation are those where the 2D diffusion equation is solved. Numerically integrating the rate equations within the lattice approximation yields a slope which is 5% below the classical exponent of ϭ 1 3 ͑see Table I͒ and therefore well suited for compact islands. ͑For simplicity 1 was assumed to be constant, the value of 1 ϭ3 was chosen since 1 varies from 2 to 4 in the coverage range of 10 Ϫ3 to 10 Ϫ1 ML. 11 ͒ Table I shows that the larger scaling exponent of fractal islands can be obtained in the lattice approximation when using the expression proposed by Bales and Chrzan for 1 . 34 For the self-consistent solutions expressions have been derived for compact and fractal islands. 34 The calculation for fractal islands is seen from Table I to yield the appropriate exponent, whereas the compact island exponent comes out slightly too large compared to our KMC results.
The comparison in Fig. 4 and Table I shows that the lattice approximation and the self-consistent solutions yield results that are consistent with each other within a small error margin of Ϯ1% for fractal islands, and of Ϯ2% for compact islands. Unknown island shape, as e.g., present in diffraction experiments, is a source of systematic errors of Ϯ4%. The precision of absolute number densities, i.e., of , is in the   FIG. 4 . Results from integrating rate Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͒ within various approximations to the capture numbers 1 and x up to ϭ0.12 ML. The approximations are compared to the scaling law Eq. ͑1͒ ͑ϭ0.25, ϭ1/3͒ and to the self-consistent solutions for compact islands reported in Ref. 34 . Fractal sigma stands for the geometric concept applied to fractal islands. In all cases coalescence has been neglected. range of Ϯ10% enabling determination of 0 within Ϯ30%. This absolute precision is sufficient since often unknown details as attachment to islands may change absolute number densities within that range. The good agreement in and makes both the lattice and the uniform depletion approximation suitable for comparison to experimental island densities for coverages up to saturation. On the other hand, a set of constant capture rates reproduces the correct slope and intercept only for a single coverage, and the geometric concept yields to systematic errors. The influence of the island shape can also be accounted for by using Eq. ͑1͒ with the exponents and prefactors given for the respective cases in Table I . This procedure yields sufficient precision; however, it is only valid around ϭ0.12 ML. For coverages below and slightly above, the rate equations have to be integrated, which is a straightforward task in the lattice approximation. 62 The precision of the analysis of island densities in terms of diffusion parameters within rate theory can reach Ϯ1% when the approximations used for the capture rates are adapted to the island shape.
IV. LOW-TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
In addition to the analysis of iϭ1 island densities for D/FϾ10 5 in terms of E m and 0 , supplementary information can be inferred from island densities obtained at very low temperatures (D/FӶ10 5 ). As mentioned above, the precision of diffusion parameters can be increased significantly by analyzing densities over a larger range of D/F, but also details such as attachment to islands and transient mobility play an increasing role for small D/F. This is an advantage and a drawback at the same time. It opens up the study of these effects, but it also requires additional experimental information to separate them out.
A. Post-deposition mobility and attachment to islands
The Arrhenius plot of island densities for Ag/Pt͑111͒ down to D/Fϭ10 Ϫ1 (Tϭ50 K) is shown in Fig. 5 . From the experimental data it is seen that there is a linear regime for temperatures from D/Fϭ4ϫ10 8 down to about D/F ϭ1ϫ10 5 , followed by a downward bending of the island densities measured for lower temperatures. The linear regime reflects the power law expressed in Eq. ͑1͒. The downward bending to lower island densities is due to the fact that for lower temperatures, or higher deposition rates, diffusion becomes slow with respect to the incoming flux of adatoms. As a consequence, only a fraction of the deposited adatoms create nuclei or attach to islands during the course of deposition and a considerable monomer density is left after deposition has been terminated. Rapid cooling would preserve these remaining monomers and they would become detectable, for example in STM topographs or in the reflected He intensity. Usually, however, the surface is examined at deposition temperature, and-particularly in the case of STM-also some time after deposition. Therefore, monomers continue to diffuse, leading to island growth and/or nucleation after the desired amount has been deposited. This evolution was labeled post-growth and post-nucleation ͑in the sense of island growth and nucleation taking place post-deposition͒. 15, 35 The solid line in Fig. 5 shows the best fit to the experimental data by mean-field rate equations with the selfconsistent solutions of the capture numbers of fractal islands. 34 Taking into account post-deposition mobility, integration of the rate equations was continued until 2 h after deposition, 63 the typical time that also elapsed from deposition until STM observation. The mean-field calculation shows excellent agreement with experiment over almost 10 orders of magnitude in D/F. It has been performed with a migration barrier of E m ϭ168 meV and an attempt frequency of 0 ϭ7ϫ10 13 s Ϫ1 . From a variation of these values we derive a conservative estimation of the overall error ͑systematic and scattering of data͒ of E m ϭ168Ϯ5 meV and 0 ϭ7ϫ10 13Ϯ0.3 s Ϫ1 . For the interpretation of these diffusion parameters we note that diffusion between adjacent fcc sites on an fcc͑111͒ surface occurs by jumps via hcp sites. Often there is a small binding energy difference between both sites. 38, 64 If there is such a difference for Ag/ Pt͑111͒, as suggested from theory, 65 the E m value determined above signifies the rate limiting diffusion process, i.e., the one with the larger barrier. The attempt frequency 0 stands for jumps into any of the six possible directions. The diffusion constant D is defined in unit cells per second as Dϭ1/3 0 exp(ϪE m /kT).
To further investigate post-deposition effects and the role of monomer attachment to islands and other monomers we turn now to the analysis of island densities with KMC simulations. The KMC simulations discussed in this paper were done using two independently developed codes, one for a hexagonal lattice 66 and one for a square lattice. 34 In Fig. 6 , we compare experimental data for the Ag/Pt͑111͒ system to KMC simulations that were performed for dendritic islands on a hexagonal lattice and thus accounted for the lattice and Ϫ3 ML/s) for Ag/Pt͑111͒ in the temperature regime where dimers are stable nuclei ͑and immobile͒ with self-consistent mean-field calculations for fractal islands. In these calculations the rate Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͒ have been integrated until 2 h after deposition in order to account for post-deposition mobility of remaining monomers. Since at very low T (D/FӶ10 5 ) not only stable islands but also Ag adatoms appear as immobile protrusions in the STM topographs ͑Ref. 22͒, and due to tip convolution these monomers are hardly discernible from islands, the rate equation results show n x ϩn 1 . This distinction to n x only plays a role for D/FӶ10 5 .
island symmetry ͑see Sec. V.A͒. To establish comparison with the mean-field analysis above we first address the effect of post-deposition mobility in Fig. 6͑a͒ . The simulation results are represented by three curves, displaying n x and n x ϩn 1 , both directly after deposition, and n x ϩn 1 , 2 h after deposition. The curves coincide for D/FϾ10 5 , indicating that post deposition effects are absent or negligible in that range, i.e., diffusion is fast enough that nucleation and growth take place entirely during deposition, and there are only very few monomers left when deposition stops.
For D/FϽ10
5 , first n x directly after deposition begins to deviate significantly from the scaling behavior expressed in Eq. ͑1͒, and second, also the monomers left after deposition reach a detectable amount ͑see deviation of n x ϩn 1 from n x indicated as shaded area 1͒. Note, however, that n x directly after deposition stays congruent with the curve for KMCcontinued until D/FϷ1ϫ10 2 . This signifies that for 10 5 ϾD/FϾ10 2 the density of stable islands is determined immediately after deposition stops, post-deposition mobility only attaches monomers to existing islands without creating new ones ͑post-growth͒. For smaller D/F, n x reaches a maximum at D/FϷ2ϫ10 1 ; afterwards n x decreases towards lower temperatures. This is due to diffusion becoming so slow that only very few islands can be created during deposition and many monomers remain. Accordingly, postdeposition mobility is now responsible for the creation of new islands ͑post nucleation͒ raising the curve of n x ͑see shaded area 2͒ to yield the characteristic plateau of constant island densities. This plateau is caused by D becoming sufficiently small with respect to F that nucleation takes place almost entirely in the absence of the deposition flux. The diffusion rate, respectively, the substrate temperature, determine the time after deposition that it takes to form all nuclei. Their final density, however, is temperature independent and only a function of coverage, and their size distribution is exponentially decreasing. 35 The KMC results in Fig. 6͑a͒ for post-deposition mobility correctly describe the experiment for Ag/Pt͑111͒ in the whole range of D/F. The simulations were performed with identical parameters for monomer diffusion as the analysis within rate theory displayed above in Fig. 5 . The agreement of both methods is striking. Here it is demonstrated for KMC simulations performed on a hexagonal lattice with dendritic islands in comparison to rate theory for fractal islands. For a comparison of rate theory with KMC simulations on a square lattice, see Ref. 34 .
There is an alternative way besides post-deposition mobility to rationalize the small island densities observed in experiment for Ag/Pt͑111͒ for D/FӶ10 5 . It is attachment of monomers to islands 68, 69 or other monomers 70 with a lower activation energy than for diffusion on a flat terrace. The KMC results reproduced in Fig. 6͑b͒ demonstrate the effect on island densities when attachment towards islands and other monomers is performed with a reduced barrier of 60% of the terrace value. This amount is suggested from effective medium theory 71 calculations for attachment towards twofold coordinated sites for Ag/Pt͑111͒ and for Pt/Pt͑111͒. 66 The island density detectable in the experiment (n 1 ϩn x ) becomes smaller due to the effect of ''easy'' attachment over one site. The most prominent effect is again located at low temperatures. The results in Fig. 6͑b͒ describe the experiment for Ag/Pt͑111͒ quite well without any need for postdeposition mobility. It should be noted that easy attachment is overestimated in the KMC simulations, since there was no distinction between attachment towards onefold and twofold coordinated edge sites, whereas a noticeable reduction of the barrier is inferred from EMT only for attachment to twofold sites.
The available low temperature data for Ag/Pt͑111͒ can be explained either by post-deposition effects or by attachment towards islands with a smaller barrier than for terrace FIG. 6 
. ͑a͒ KMC simulations showing deviations from scaling appearing for D/FϽ10
5 and leading to smaller island densities than expected from Eq. ͑1͒. The experimental island densities for Ag/Pt͑111͒ can be rationalized by post-deposition mobility appearing between deposition and inspection of the surface by STM ͑no-tice the effect of counting monomers as islands͒. ͑b͒ KMC simulations with the diffusion parameters for Ag/Pt͑111͒ showing the effect of easy attachment to islands. The KMC simulations in ͑a͒ and ͑b͒ were performed with the parameters E m ϭ168 meV, E corner˜AϪstep ϭ160 meV, E coll ϭ160 meV for collective dimer relaxation at A-tips ͑see Ref. 67͒. A common attempt frequency of 0 ϭ7ϫ10 13 Hz was used.
diffusion. The latter effect is expected to be more pronounced for hexagonal than for square lattices since on the first there is attachment to laterally twofold coordinated sites. A distinction of easy attachment and post-deposition mobility can be achieved by STM measurements where the sample is quenched after deposition freezing post-deposition mobility and preserving monomers eventually remaining after deposition. It is important to notice that post deposition effects and the details of the adsorption potential close to steps ͑as long as there is no repulsion͒ are both irrelevant for D/FϾ10 5 . These effects enter at lower D/F and the data in Figs. 5 and 6͑a͒ and 6͑b͒ show how they can be accounted for.
B. Statistical growth
Statistical growth is deposition at temperatures where thermally activated diffusion processes are frozen. STM measurements in this temperature regime ͓see Fig. 7͑a͔͒ allow the determination of the mean island size as a quotient of coverage and density. Both numbers are known with sufficient absolute precision that conclusions on transient mobility can be reached. This is achieved by comparison of experiments, monitoring the mean island size as a function of coverage, with theoretical models once with and once without transient mobility. The mean island size expected for pure statistical growth can be estimated with percolation theory existing for square and hexagonal lattices. 72 Percolation theories neglect deposition onto filled sites, however. Consequently, they yield numbers that are slightly too small compared to epitaxial growth experiments. These effects can be accounted for either by integrating the rate Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͒, or in KMC simulations. Results from both methods obtained for a hexagonal lattice are displayed in Fig. 7͑b͒ , again showing that KMC is fully consistent with rate theory. The mean island size expected for deposition of 0.1 ML under conditions where atoms stick to their impact site, or roll down from another adatom onto which they were deposited, is 1.48 atoms ͑percolation theory yields 1.35 atoms͒. However, if one permits transient mobility over 1 lattice site the expected mean island size is 2.3 atoms ͓see dashed line in Fig. 7͑b͔͒ . The experimental value for the mean island size of 1.2Ϯ0.3 atoms obtained for 0.1 ML Ag deposited onto Pt͑111͒ at 35 K clearly allows one to rule out transient mobility for that system.
Note that easy attachment to islands over one site and transient mobility over one site yield the same mean island size. Transient jumps of condensing atoms increase the mean island size only in those cases where they proceed towards other monomers or islands ending up with attachment. Therefore, the data presented in Fig. 7 also serve to exclude easy attachment with an extremely small barrier, as was observed for Ir/Ir͑111͒. 68 Generally, transient mobility can be discerned from easy attachment to islands and monomers as the first is nonthermal whereas the latter is assumed to be thermally activated. Therefore, decreasing the deposition temperature is expected to freeze in easy attachment, whereas transient mobility, if there is any, should persist down to lowest temperatures. Similarly to the present case of Ag/Pt͑111͒, transient mobility was also ruled out for Ni and Au/Au͑110͒, based upon comparison between measured and simulated island sizes for low-temperature deposition.
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V. DENSITY SCALING AND COALESCENCE
In this section, we investigate density scaling for coverages up to coalescence that is particularly important for diffraction techniques requiring a minimum coverage of typically 0.3 ML. We analyze results from kinetic Monte Carlo simulations that establish density scaling for the most common island shapes in the range of 0рр0.4 ML.
A. Island shapes
The islands formed by Ag on Pt͑111͒ have dendritic shape as displayed in Fig. 8 . Dendritic in this context denotes ramified islands with preferred growth directions 74 in contrast to DLA clusters, where branches grow in random directions. 75 The preferential growth directions are the three crystallographic ͗112͘ directions, leading to Y shapes for small islands ͓Figs. 8͑a͒ and 8͑b͔͒ while larger islands resemble snowflakes with a triangular envelope ͓Fig. 8͑c͔͒. The atomic process giving rise to this particular shape is the asymmetry in diffusion of atoms from corner sites ͑onefold coordinated͒ towards the two nonequivalent step sites ͑two-fold coordinated͒ and from terraces at A and B steps, 67 generally present on a hexagonal surface. 77, 78 For Ag/Pt͑111͒, Ag/Ag͑111͒, and presumably also for Pt/Pt͑111͒ ͑Ref. 76͒ corner diffusion towards A steps is activated as soon as terrace diffusion is, since it requires a comparable energy barrier. Theoretical calculations suggest that this is a general trend for close packed surfaces. 85 This implies that cornerto-A-step diffusion is always active when aggregation is and the classical hit-and-stick mechanism yielding DLA clusters does not exist in low-temperature metal epitaxy. In addition to the corner-to-step diffusion asymmetry, there is an asymmetry in the direct attachment to steps always favoring A steps. This leads to asymmetric population of both steps and to the observed branching into preferred directions, as demonstrated by means of KMC simulations. 67, 76 The anisotropy in corner diffusion and attachment generally characterizes close packed substrates, implying that dendritic growth is the rule rather than the exception on these lattices. 79, 80 At higher temperatures ͑or low flux͒, the necessary conditions for dendritic growth (iϭ1 and no dislocations͒ are no longer fulfilled and branches grow in random directions. 81, 74 Although these islands have larger branches due to edge diffusion, 82, 83 their shape and fractal dimension closely resemble DLA clusters. 74, 81 This renders DLA clusters a relevant island shape, although the classical DLA clusters with monoatomic branches are not expected to form. At even higher temperatures corner crossing becomes activated, finally leading to a transition to compact islands. Therefore, dendritic, DLA clusters ͑with larger branches͒ and compact islands can appear on close packed surfaces. On square surfaces there are only laterally onefold coordinated edge sites. This generally implies fast edge diffusion and slightly slower but still fast corner crossing generally leading to compact islands ͑for an exception, where strain effects are believed to interfere, see Ref. 84͒ .
For the present context of density scaling we investigate the impact of the two types of ramified as well as compact island shapes on the dependence of n x on D/F. The specific island shape was accounted for in realistic KMC simulations incorporating the key diffusion processes taking place at the edge. For DLA, edge diffusion was frozen in; for dendrites, diffusion from corner sites to A steps was permitted ͑the island shapes are exactly those observed in Fig. 8 , see caption of Fig. 6 for KMC parameters͒. For compact islands on a square lattice, the diffusion rate for an edge atom with one lateral bond was set proportional to F 1/3 ͑see Ref.
83͒. In the case of compact islands on a hexagonal lattice we have chosen to simulate triangular islands, since this avoids diffusion of smaller clusters ͑see in more detail below͒. The simulation results are sumarized in Table II whereas the scaling exponent for compact triangular islands on a hexagonal lattice is by 6% below 1 3 . The finding that DLA islands have a larger scaling exponent than compact islands agrees well with earlier results. 28, 30, 34 Dendrites are in between the compact and DLA cases, which is expected since they spread out less isotropically and therefore have a smaller variation of the capture cross section with size than DLA clusters.
It becomes obvious upon comparison of Tables I and II that the scaling exponents and the prefactors obtained from KMC agree well with those from rate theory-when performed with the adequate approximations for the capture numbers. Therefore, Monte Carlo simulations and rate theory both yield an equally valid analysis of the experiment. Attachment to islands via a lower barrier than terrace diffusion reduces the overall island densities by 10%. As pointed out above, easy attachment lowers n x more strongly at small D/F; therefore also becomes slightly decreased. Notice that the KMC simulations and the rate theory ͓see Figs. 5 and 6͑a͔͒ both show the slight bending in ln(n x ) versus ln(D/F) with respect to the straight line suggested from Eq. ͑1͒. This deviation from linear scaling is intrinsic; its magnitude is expressed in the errors given for the values in Tables I and II. The nonlinearity implies that these values are only valid when analyzing island densities in the investigated regime of 1ϫ10 5 рD/Fр1ϫ10 9 . Systematic errors of up to twice the error given in Tables I and II arise upon linearly analyzing island densities in only one side of this regime. The prefactor in Eq. ͑1͒ giving the absolute number densities is seen from Table II to remain largely unaffected by the island shape.
B. Coalescence and density scaling at larger coverages
Above, we have analyzed island densities at a constant coverage of 0.12 ML corresponding to the experimental data on to which we based our theoretical discussion. There are several reasons for looking at density scaling also outside the ''saturation'' regime. Most of the experimental techniques working in reciprocal space require a minimum coverage above saturation. The side bands in diffraction scans obtained with LEED clearly emerge only at and above 0.3 ML. 86 Also He diffraction experiments were performed at coverages as high as 0.5 ML. 23 To enable a precise analysis of island densities acquired at any coverage we investigate in the present subsection the density scaling over the whole coverage regime up to percolation.
Density scaling for any fixed coverage below saturation can very well be accessed within mean-field nucleation theory ͑see above͒. Coalescence, however, is less well described within that theory. The curves for compact islands in Fig. 9͑a͒ show that adding the coalescence term in Eq. ͑3͒ yields island densities that are too small at low coverages, whereas coalescence is underestimated at higher coverages. Therefore, the island density does not drop to 0 even long after KMC shows percolation. The failure of nucleation theory in describing coalescence is well known. Spatial correlations between islands become increasingly important once the islands approach each other and there are efforts to improve the coalescence description in mean-field theory. 87 Also, island size distributions are affected by island correlations and therefore they come out wrong in mean-field theory, too. 88 These two weak points of mean-field theory are intrinsic and improvement can only evolve by abandon- 5 . Coalescence begins to affect island densities at Ͼ0.1 ML. Notice the agreement between rate theory and KMC for the curves without coalescence. The coalescence term of mean-field theory overestimates coalescence effects at early times while it does not drop n x to 0 at ϭ1 ML. ͑b͒ Island densities for three types of islands that can be realized on a hexagonal lattice. KMC simulations show that coalescence sets in abruptly for dendrites and DLA clusters, whereas compact islands show an extended coalescence regime. PRB 60 ing the mean-field approach, e.g., by combination with simulation results. The onset of coalescence becomes evident when comparing the curve from KMC simulations neglecting coalescence ͑coalesced islands were still counted separately͒ with those taking coalescence into account ͓fractal island curves in Fig. 9͑a͔͒ . Coalescence becomes discernible already at 0.1 ML, but the effects remain small until 0.2 ML; up to this coverage mean-field theory yields reliable results.
The effect of island shape on coalescence is addressed in Fig. 9͑b͒ showing results from KMC simulations performed on a hexagonal lattice for deposition of up to 1 ML. For ramified islands it is seen that coalescence sets in suddenly, leading to a steep decrease of the island density, reaching its half maximum at 0.43 ML for DLA, but somewhat later, at 0.48 ML, for dendritic growth ͑these values are for the case of D/Fϭ10 5 ). The earlier coalescence observed for DLA aggregates is due to the wide and isotropically spread branches of these aggregates, facilitating coalescence. For dendrites coalescence is delayed, since there are only three growth directions. Thinking of the Y-shaped dendrites in Figs. 7͑a͒ and 7͑b͒, for coalescence, these branches have to grow towards the center of the neighboring island, which is well screened against random walkers by two of its branches. In contrast to the ramified islands, compact islands start to coalesce early and then the island density slowly diminishes over an extended coverage regime. This difference is due to the fact that for compact islands there is no screening of the narrow spacing between adjacent islands, since the atoms necessary to fill up this space can be supplied by edge diffusion from parts of the edge that are fully exposed to the terrace diffusion field. Note that these general trends for the shape dependence of coalescence are largely independent of D/F, respectively, temperature.
Cuts at various coverages through the types of curves for island number densities shown in Fig. 9͑b͒ are represented in an Arrhenius plot in Fig. 10͑a͒ . The KMC simulations for dendrites were performed with the diffusion parameters for Ag/Pt͑111͒ ͑see caption Fig. 6 and Ref. 67͒. It becomes obvious that the island densities obtained for 0.10р р0.30 ML all fall into a very narrow regime, whereas the densities at 0.05 and those for Ͼ0.30 ML lie below; finally, the data for у0.50 ML show strong deviations from linearity in ln(n x ) vs ln(D/F). For coverages below 0.50 ML the island densities exhibit to a good approximation an exponential law of the form of Eq. ͑1͒. The exponent and prefactor obtained from linear regressions to the data in Fig. 10͑a͒ are shown in Fig. 10͑b͒ . It is seen that for dendrites the scaling exponent is within 1% of being identical to the classical one in an extended coverage regime from 0.1 to 0.25 ML. Outside this regime the scaling exponent drops by up to 12% at 0.45 ML. This change in scaling is caused by coalescence appearing at slightly different coverages for each D/F. Figure 10͑b͒ also shows results from KMC simulations for DLA clusters on a hexagonal lattice as well as for compact islands on hexagonal and square lattices. The scaling exponent for DLA islands is above that of dendrites until ϭ0.30 ML. At higher coverages drops more rapidly for DLA-clusters than for dendrites due to the earlier coalescence. The scaling exponent for compact islands on a square lattice stays well below As briefly addressed above, a simulation generating compact islands on a hexagonal lattice may involve cluster diffusion. In order to generate hexagonal compact islands, edge diffusion and corner crossing have to be allowed with equal rates for A and B steps. When this is is done, however, small clusters begin to move by edge diffusion. In order to maintain compact hexagonal islands down to D/Fϭ10 5 , the barriers for edge -and by this also cluster -diffusion have to be close to E m . Density scaling then becomes perturbed by cluster mobility ͑see Sec. II B͒.
We have tried two approaches to addressing compact hexagonal islands in KMC simulations. In the first, we have set for all edge diffusion processes ͑corner to step, step to step, step to corner͒ at A and B steps an identical barrier E edge , which was selected such that islands remained compact and hexagonal down to D/Fϭ10
5 (E edge ϭ200 meV vs E m ϭ168 meV). This simulation shows a scaling exponent up to 10% above the classical one ͓see Fig. 10͑b͔͒ . This increase FIG. 10 . Density scaling as a function of coverage and island shape as inferred from KMC simulations. ͑a͒ Arrhenius plot of island densities for different coverages as obtained from KMC simulations for dendritic islands. ͑b͒ The exponent and the prefactor ͑see full and dashed lines͒ appearing in the scaling law Eq.
͑1͒ as a function of coverage for various island shapes. was scaled such that deviations from the classical value ϭ 1 3 become apparent. The KMC simulations for dendrites, DLA clusters, and two types of compact islands were performed on a hexagonal lattice. We also show KMC results for compact islands on a square lattice.
of is caused by cluster diffusion becoming more rapid at higher temperature where it reduces island densities more strongly. In this first approach, we find that the degree to which increases due to cluster mobility critically depends on E edge ͑for E edge ϭ180 meV vs E m ϭ168 meV it reaches 20%͒. In a second approach we have varied the common edge diffusion barrier with temperature, such that the edge diffusion processes were allowed with a rate proportional to the lateral impingement rate onto the island edge IϭF/n x times the mean edge length defined by ͱ/n x . By this we maintained compact hexagonal islands throughout the whole temperature range, while cluster diffusion was less effective at higher temperatures. This moves up the island densities for large D/F and yields scaling exponents by 10% below the classical one. We note that varying E edge with T saves computer time in simulations; however, it will hardly be realized in a real system. The simulation results of models 1 and 2 show the degree to which the scaling exponent can become affected by cluster mobility induced by edge diffusion. On the other hand, the results imply that if a real system has compact hexagonal islands with straight steps down to D/Fϭ10 5 , cluster diffusion will play a role in its density scaling.
In order to access density scaling for compact islands on a hexagonal lattice without the complication of cluster diffusion, we have done simulations generating triangular islands on a hexagonal lattice. For this purpose, edge and corner diffusion at A and B steps are discerned, and a common barrier E edge is associated with some of them ͑corner to corner at B step, corner to B step, corner to A step and the reverse process, diffusion along A step͒, while all other processes along the island edge ͑corner to corner at A step, B step to corner, diffusion along B step͒ are turned off. This choice of parameters produces compact, triangular islands bound by straight A steps. In these simulations, we find that density scaling is independent of the choice of E edge , as long as it is small enough to generate compact islands throughout the considered scaling regime of 10 5 рD/Fр10 9 . The density scaling obtained that way for triangles on a hexagonal lattice almost coincides with the one derived for compact square islands on a square lattice. The shapes of the curves for and represented in Fig. 10͑b͒ reflects the extended coverage regime in which compact islands coalesce. The early onset of coalescence leads to a clear maximum of at ϭ0.1 ML, followed by a rather weak decrease. We mention also that the scaling for compact islands at у 0.2 ML generally depends on whether restructuring of two coalesced islands into a single-compact one is permitted. The process required for this is corner breakup. First results indicate that there is continued scaling with smaller variations in when rapid restructuring is allowed.
The results presented in this section enable one to take the effect of island shape into account and to analyze island densities taken at any coverage. This is useful for LEED and He-diffraction studies, but it also enables one to estimate the error when analyzing island densities with the classical values for and , as was formerly done. The data represented in Fig. 10͑b͒ allow one to considerably improve this analysis; they extend the applicability of Eq. ͑1͒ to a variety of island shapes and to coverages outside the saturation regime.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Our results show that the straightforward analysis of saturation island densities with mean-field nucleation theory by means of Eq. ͑1͒, when performed for D/FϾ10 5 and a critical nucleus size of iϭ1, allows one to determine the energy barrier and attempt frequency for surface diffusion with an accuracy of ϳ10%. Increased precision is obtained in the analysis of n x in terms of E m and 0 when the island shape and lattice symmetry are taken into account. This has been done above in extended KMC simulations that give scaling exponents and prefactors for the principle island shapes that can be realized on hexagonal and square lattices. The island shape effect is to increase by 2% for DLA islands; it is exactly the classical one for dendrites, whereas is smaller by 4% for compact islands on a square lattice and by 6% for compact triangular islands on a hexagonal lattice. Compact hexagonal islands on a hexagonal lattice are a peculiar case in which edge diffusion induces cluster motion with the result of convoluting edge diffusion barriers with E m . Cluster diffusion also increases the bending of ln(n x ) vs ln(D/F), which makes hexagonal islands escape from simple scaling of the form of Eq. ͑1͒. For all other island shapes, the correct values for the coefficients in Eq. ͑1͒ are given in Fig. 10͑b͒ as a function of , and in Table II for ϭ0.12 ML. This information enables accurate analysis ͑Ϯ1%͒ of total number densities in terms of E m and 0 . That way the error is basically defined by the scatter of the experimental data.
We showed that self-consistent rate theory and KMC simulations are fully consistent with each other. Since both methods require appreciable computational effort, we also showed that some of the classical approximations for the capture numbers yield good agreement with the more costly calculations. The agreement between KMC and rate theory in average quantities establishes application of rate theory for extracting precise parameters of surface diffusion from island densities. For coverages below saturation this analysis can be done by integration of rate equations within approximations for adequately chosen for the respective island shape. For saturation coverage, analysis in terms of Eq. ͑1͒
with the values of and given in Tables I and II suffices. Due to difficulties in the coalescence description of meanfield theory one has to rely on KMC simulations for coverages above saturation.
The island-shape-dependent character of coalescence is reflected in the variations of and with . decreases earlier for both types of compact islands and later but more abruptly for dendrites and DLA clusters. With the information given in Fig. 10͑b͒ it is possible to extend Eq. ͑1͒ also to coverages below 0.1 ML and as high as 0.5 ML, which should encourage application of the nucleation method also to data from diffraction techniques. The He scattering data for Cu/Cu͑100͒ ͑Ref. 23͒ were formerly analyzed with a wrong scaling exponent. Redoing this analysis with the proper value for inferred from Fig. 10͑b͒ for compact islands on a square lattice yields E m ϭ0.34Ϯ0.07 eV. This value compares very well to the experimental values published for that system by other authors using different techniques, E m ϭ0.36Ϯ0.06 ͑Ref. 89͒ and 0.39 eV. 90 The precision of the analysis of n x (T) data in terms of E m and 0 of surface diffusion can be enhanced by extension to a larger D/F range than the one given by the linear scaling regime. Towards large D/F values the end of the iϭ1 regime sets a natural limit; however, one can extend density measurements towards lower temperature. The results reported above show how information on atomic details, such as attachment to islands via a lower barrier, post-deposition and transient mobility can be gained from island densities collected at low temperatures. Such effects are details which, although appearing similarly at higher temperatures, only affect islands densities at D/FϽ10 5 . We showed how to account for post-deposition mobility and ''easy'' attachment, both in mean-field theory and in realistic KMC simulations. This way we obtain E m ϭ0.168Ϯ0.005 eV ( 0 ϭ7 ϫ10 13Ϯ0.3 s Ϫ1 ) for the diffusion of Ag monomers on a Pt͑111͒ surface upon analyzing n x data in a range of D/F of almost 10 orders of magnitude ͑compare the theoretical value of 200 meV for that system, Ref. 91͒.
A similar way to get increased precision on E m and 0 by extending island density measurements towards lower temperatures was pointed out by Bott et al. 8 In their nucleation curve method very small amounts (4ϫ10 Ϫ3 ML) are deposited at a temperature T; subsequently, the substrate is rapidly quenched to very low temperature to freeze in diffusion while characterizing the island density by means of STM. The Arrhenius plot of the island densities shows a linear slope being clearly separated from a regime of a constant ''island'' density towards low temperatures. This plateau corresponds to statistical growth with immobile monomers as islands. Bott et al. analyzed the slope and the onset temperature of diffusion for Pt/Pt͑111͒ by KMC. Their result is Eϭ0.26Ϯ0.01 eV ( 0 ϭ5ϫ10 12Ϯ0.5 s Ϫ1 ), again representing a value with remarkable precision. This STM result compares very well to the recent FIM result of E m ϭ0.260 Ϯ0.003 eV. 38 ͑The former FIM value of E m ϭ0.25 eV also agrees very well. However, it was based upon measuring the onset temperature of diffusion and assuming a general prefactor. 92 ͒ The main differences between measuring a nucleation curve as opposed to the measurement of saturation island densities ͑nucleation method͒ are the following. At the onset temperature of monomer diffusion, dimers are normally stable and immobile, hence no additional information on the critical cluster size and cluster mobility are required. Effects of island shape and coalescence are excluded, since the islands are small and therefore compact no matter what the details of edge diffusion are, and they are far too small to coalesce. The authors of Ref. 8 also performed measurements of saturation island densities n x for iϭ1, thus enabling a test of their method against nucleation theory. A linear regression to their log(n x ) vs 1/T data and application of Eq. ͑1͒ yields exactly the same result within the error margin (E m ϭ0.26 eV, 0 ϭ3ϫ10 12 s Ϫ1 ) as the one obtained from the nucleation curve. This agreement between nucleation method and the nucleation curve method is due to the fact that ͑i͒ deviations from scaling are extremely small for the range of D/F addressed here and ͑ii͒ coalescence effects become important only well after 0.1 ML. In fact, the method of Bott et al. resembles very closely the nucleation method extended to low T ͑see, e.g., Fig. 5͒ . As such it represents an alternative way to extract quantitative information on diffusion from nucleation data.
We conclude that care has to be taken when diffusion barriers are extracted from statistical analysis of island number densities. 93 In experiment one has to worry about iϭ1 and in a few systems also about dimer mobility. In KMC simulations one has to be aware of finite size effects, 49 the poor quality and limited depth of random number generators, 94 and one also has to incorporate randomness in time and space. However, if experiments and analysis are carefully done, quite precise values for E m and 0 can be inferred from island number densities acquired in the iϭ1 regime. The precision of the nucleation method can reach that of careful FIM measurements. Current cross checks between FIM and nucleation method underscore the validity of the latter as a reliable source of diffusion parameters. The nucleation method is applicable to many more epitaxial systems than FIM. It enabled diffusion studies for systems with extremely small diffusion barriers 19, 95 and the mechanism of ordering on dislocation networks could be inferred. 18 Future subjects that can be addressed via the nucleation method are diffusion and nucleation on surface alloys, or surfactant precovered substrates.
